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Abstract 
Let (R,m) be a regular local ring, and M an R-module. The minimal free resolution F of 
M has a natural m-adic filtration. In this paper we establish an isomorphism of the spectral 
sequence which is associated to the filtered complex F, and the spectral sequence associated to 
a double complex derived from the Koszul complex of M with respect to a minimal system of 
generators of m. We use this result to describe explicitly the maps in the resolution of terms of 
Koszul cycles whenever the resolution of the module is pure. 
0. Introduction 
Let (R, m, k) be a regular local ring,x = x1, . . , x, a regular system of parameters of 
R, and M a finitely generated R-module. In this paper we want to show that the 
minimal free resolution (G,d) of M can be partially recovered from the cycles 
generating the Koszul homology H(x; M). 
The opposite problem, namely to compute the Koszul cycles from the resolution, 
has been treated in [S] by the second author for graded modules over a polynomial 
ring by making explicit the natural isomorphism k OR G EZ H(x; M). Note that by this 
isomorphism the rank of the free module G, in the resolution G is just dim, H(x; M). 
Thus it remains to construct the differential d of G from the cycles of the Koszul 
complex K(x; M ). 
In case M has a linear resolution this problem has already been solved in the paper 
[7] or [3]. One considers the (ascending) filtration F on G with F,G, = m-‘P+4)Gq for 
all p and q; here mSGq = G, if s I 0. The resolution of M is called linear if the 
associated graded complex grF(G) is acyclic. In this case, gr,(G) is the minimal graded 
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free resolution of the graded gr,,,(R)-module gr,,,(M) and gr,(G) is linear in the sense 
that the differential grF (d) is described by matrices of linear forms. In [7, Theorem 5.11 
it is shown that grF(G) is isomorphic to the complex H(x; M) Okgrn,(R): 
. ..~H.(x;M)O,gr,,,(R)~H,(x;M)O,gr,,,(R)~H,(x;M)O,gr,,(R)-O, 
where the definition of 8 only refers to the cycles of the Koszul complex. 
Of course, if d4(G4) c m’G,_ ,, then grF(Uly) = 0, and so all information about 
G may be lost when passing to grF(G). Much more information is preserved in the 
spectral sequence E(G) which is derived from the filtered complex G. 
As a main result (Theorem 1.1) of this paper we prove that E(G) is isomorphic, up to 
a shift by one, to the spectral sequence E(L) associated with the filtered complex 
L = L(M), where L, = M OR K, OR S, K, = A4(F) is the qth exterior power of F and 
S = Sym(F) is the symmetric algebra of F, and where F is a free R module with basis 
e = ei , . . . , e,. Note that the sequence x and e operate naturally on M @ S. So one has 
two Koszul differentials 3 and ?“, and the differential ~5 on L is defined to be 
C? = ~3’ + 8”. The filtration F on L is given by F, L, = M 0 K, 0 ( 0, 2 _p S,). Here, of 
course, S, is the tth symmetric power of F. In particular, S, = 0 for t < 0. 
It turns out that E’(L) is isomorphic to the Koszul complex K(x; M 0 S), and the 
differentials dr: E*(L) + E*(L) can again be described in terms of cycles of K(x; M). 
Thus due to the isomorphism of spectral sequences the Koszul cycles of M determine 
E(G) as well. We use this isomorphism to prove (Theorem 2.2) that the Koszul cycles 
of M determine the ‘pure part’ of G which is defined as follows: For each q > 0 let r4 be 
the largest integer such that d(G,) G m rq+ ‘G, _ 1. Then d induces a homogeneous map 
gr,,,(G,J (- yq - 1) -+ gr,,(G,_ i), and one obtains the graded complex P(G) 
... -gr~,(G~)(-~2)-gr,,,(G1)(-4-gr,,(G~)-0 
of free gr,,,(R)-modules, where uq = If= 1 rt + q for q > 0. 
We say that M has a pure resolution if the preceeding complex is acyclic, in which 
case it is a minimal graded free resolution of gr,,,(M). 
The whole theory can be formulated correspondingly for graded modules defined 
over the polynomial ring R = k [X, , . . ,X,1. In this situation, it is common to say 
that a graded module has a pure resolution G of type (ul,a2, . ..) if G is of the form 
. . . -~b2(-~a)-Rb’(-~1)-Rbo-0. 
It is clear that P(G) = G if M has a pure resolution in the common sense. But the 
converse need not to be the case. For instance, if we let R = k [Xl, X2] and M the 
ideal (X:, X,“), then 
P(G):O-+R(-2) cx:,R’-0 
is acyclic but P(G) # G. So our notion of pure resolution is somewhat more general. 
For a Stanley-Reisner ring k[d] of a simplicial complex Hochster [g] gave an 
interpretation of the Koszul homology H(x; k[d]) in terms of reduced simplicial 
cohomology. Thus the resolution of a Stanley-Reisner ring, provided it is pure, is 
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given ‘explicitly’ as 
. . . -L @ p-‘(A w;k)@kRS, @ii’W’-‘(Aw;k)c&R-O. 
W W 
Here dw is the restriction of A to the subset W of the vertex set, R denotes reduced 
simplicial cohomology and 8 is defined in terms of simplicial cocycles; see Section 3. It 
is an open question whether such a resolution can be constructed for general 
simplicial complexes as well. Note that explicit minimal free resolutions of rings 
defined by monomials are still missing - see however [11,4]. 
Examples of Stanley-Reisner ings with pure resolution to which our theory applies 
are given in a recent paper of Bruns and Hibi [2]. A simple class of such examples are 
‘forests’ which are the one-dimensional simplicial complexes having no cycles. Its 
simple components are called the ‘trees’. We conclude our paper with the ‘resolution 
of forests’. 
1. An isomorphism of spectral sequences 
In this section we will prove the announced isomorphism of the spectral sequences 
E(G) and E(L). 
For the sake of completeness let us first give the explicit formulas for 
~:MOK,OS,~MOK,_,OS,and ~:MOK,OS,~MOK,_,OS,+, whose 
definition we only indicated in the introduction: 
a' ( c mi,, , i,ei, A ..’ A t?iq @ a lzzii<..-<i,sn ) 
and 
at' ( c mi,,..,,i,ei,A ... AQOa lsi~<...<i,sn 1 
Here the ‘coefficients’ mi,, ,,, ,i, belong to M, and a belongs to S,. One easily checks 
that 8’8” + 8’8 = 0, so that indeed &Y = 0. (Note that in the definition of 8” we have 
chosen the sign (- 1)’ which for later calculations is more convenient han the other 
possible choice (- l)j+ ‘.) 
Both spectral sequences, E(G) and E(L), arise from filtrations. Let us briefly recall 
the definition of the spectral sequence associated with a filtered complex. So let 
(C,d): ... +cq+cq-l+ ... be a filtered complex with filtration F, i.e. a family of 
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submodules ..’ s F,_ 1C, E F,C, c ... for each 4 such that d(F,C,) E F,C,-l for 
all p and q. 
For all r 2 0 we set 
Zk = {u E F,Cp+q: da E Fp-,.Cp+ r> 
and 
E;.JC) = (Z;,, + F,- 1 C,+,JlW;Yt- I,q--r+z + F,- I C,+,). 
The differential d;,,:E’,,,(C) -‘E;_r,q+r_l(C) is induced by d: An element of 
E’,,,(C)isthehomologyclass[a]ofanelementa E Zk,,.Sinceda E F,_,C,+,_,,and 
since d(da) = 0, one has da E ZL_r,q+,- Ir and so one sets dL,,([a]) = [da] which is 
the homology class of da in E’,_,,,+.-,(C). 
The result of these constructions is the spectral sequence (E’(C),d’),,o, and one 
has that (E’(C),d’) is a complex with E’+l(C) = H(E’(C)) for all r 2 0. 
The set 
is the module of elements of EL,,(C) which vanish of order i. Given for a fixed z the 
modules Z’(EL,,(C)) and the homomorphisms d’*‘:Z’(EL,,(C)) + E~_,_i,q+r+i_1(C), 
d ipr [a] H [d:daJ one recovers the spectral sequence from r on. We will use this fact in 
the proof of the next theorem. 
Let us return to the situation described in the introduction. Since R is regular, we 
have gr,(R) z k OR& and since Gi Q k 2 Torf(M, k) z Hi(X;M) for all i, we obtain 
natural isomorphisms 
E;,,(L) z H,+,(x;M) OR S-, z (G,,, OR k) @km-P/m-P+1 
r m-PGp+,/m-P+‘G,+, “= E?,.,+,,(G) 
for all p, q. We call these isomorphisms (P;,~, or simply cp. 
This can be generalized to the higher E-terms: 
Theorem 1.1. For all Y 2 1 there exist isomorphisms 
‘~:,q: E~,,(L)-E’--~:,+2q(G) 
such that the following diagrams: 
E;,&) d’ +E;-r,q+r-~(L) 
un’ 1 1 cp’ 
E*_-qf,+2q(G)L E*-_~l+l,pc~q+r--(G). 
commute. In other words, the spectral sequences E’(L) and E’(G) are isomorphic up to 
a shift of r by 1. 
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Proof. For all p, 4 we have to show that the isomorphism cp i,4: E;,,(L) + 
EC 4, p + 2q(G) induces isomorphisms 
&IP: zi(E~,,(t))-zi(E~,,,+,,(G)), i = 1,2, . . . 
such that the diagrams 
Z’(E;,&N 
d’. 1 
--------,Ei-i-l,q+i(L) 
‘p;.qlzL I I 1 ‘pP.P 
Z’(E’? q.p+~q(G)) a Etq-i,p+2q+i-1(G) 
commute. 
Simplifying notation we have to show that for allj and k the following assertion (*) 
holds: The map 
induces an isomorphism between the submodule 
Z;,(M) G Hj(X; M) @ Sk 
of elements of Hj (X; M) 0 Sk vanishing of order i, and the submodule 
Ufk(M) C mkGj/tttk+‘Gj 
of elements of mkGj/mk+’ Gj vanishing of order i such that 
Z;,(M) 
d’, I
‘Hj-lkM)OSk+i+l 
‘PIP 
I I 
cp (1) 
U:,(M) 
di.0 
-, mk+i+1Gj_l/mk+i+2Gj_l 
commutes. 
The assertion is trivial if j = 0, because then Zb,(M) = Ho(X; M) 0 Sk, and 
ubl, = mkGO/mk+’ G, for all i. In the next steps we give the reduction to j = 1. 
Suppose j > 1; let Q’(M) be the first syzygy module of M, and let 
6 : Hj (x; M) -+ Hj - 1 (x; C? ’ (M )) be the connecting isomorphism arising from the short 
exact sequence 0 + S2’ (M) + Go -+ M + 0. Reduction to j = 1 is achieved once we 
have shown: 
(a) The diagram 
Hj(x;M) O Sk ’ > mkGj/mk+‘Gj 
6 
I II 
Hj-l(X;Q’(M))@Sk ’ * mkGg’mk+‘Gj 
(2) 
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is commutative up to a sign. More precisely, (~6 = (- l)jq. Furthermore, 
8(2:,(M)) = Zi_ rk(Q1(M)) and Ujk(A4) = Vi_ rk(Q1(A4)). (The last equality is triv- 
ially true.) 
(b) The diagram 
&dM) 
d’. I
>Hj-l(x;M)OSk+i+l 
6 
I 
6 (3) 
d’. 1 I 
Z;_,,(SZ’(M)) A ff-2(X;Q1(M))OSk+i+l 
is anti-commutative. 
(The similar statement for U,k(M) 2 ntkti+ ’ Gj_ l/tTtk+i+2Gj_ 1 is clear.) Let us 
first verify that (a) and (b) imply the commutativity of (1): To do this we use a more 
precise notation and set qM,j for the homomorphism Cp:Hj(X; M) @ & + 
tttkGj/ntk+l Gj.Then, by (a), (- 1)‘qM.j = qRltMj, j-l6, SO that if we assume the 
commutativity of (1) forj - 1, it follows together with (b) that 
Proof of (a): Identifying m k Gj/‘nt k ’ ’ Gj with (Gj @R k) 0~ Sk, we have cp = LY @ Sk, 
where a : Hj(X; M) -P Gj OR k is the canonical isomorphism, described as follows: Set 
K(x) = K(x; R) and consider the complex G @ K(x). Recall that the differential 
on G @ K(x) is the tensor product d @ t of the differentials on G and K(x), which 
for an element a @ b E Gi @ Kj(x) is defined by the equation (d 0 t)(a 0 b) = 
da@b+(-l)‘a@tb. 
Let z E Kj(x; M) be a cycle representing a homology class in Hj(X; M). Since the 
rows G @ Ki(X) of G @ K(x) are acyclic one finds a cycle Z E (G 0 K(X))j = 
Oi=oGiOKj_i(x)with2=~, + .‘. + Zj, Zi E Gi @ Kj-i(X) and z = (E @ Kj(x))(Zo), 
where E : Go + M is the canonical epimorphism. 
Note that Zj E Gj @ K,(X) = Gj, and (w( [z]) = ), z w h ere overbar denotes the canoni- 
cal epimorphism Gj + Gj @ k. 
Now let us prove that diagram (2) commutes up to a sign. It suffices to show that 
6 I II 
Hj-l(X;Q’(M))-L--t Cj@k 
has this property. 
With the notation just introduced we have fi([z]) = [(G 0 t)(zo)]. Observe that 
(7: . . . -GZ-Cl-O 
is the resolution of Q’(M). In order to apply CI to S[z] = [(G 0 t)(z,)] we have to lift 
(G @ t)(zo) to a cycle in G @ K(x). Obviously, -zr + z2 - ... +(- l)‘Zj is such 
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a lifting, and so 
aG[Z ] = (- l)j~j = ((- l)j~[Z] 
as desired. 
We now show that G(Zf,(M)) = Zj- ,,(Q’(M)). For this we must first note that 
[a] E Hj(X;M) @ Sk belongs to Z:,(M) if there exists i = Ctkkar E F_kLj = 
OtzkKj(xiM)OStv a, E Kj(X; M) @ St, such that Uk = a and a(i) E F-k-i- ,Lj- 1. 
Equivalently, [a] = [2] (in E l(L)) and C? &fs_i + a’akts = 0 for s = 1, . . . ,i. 
From now on we will denote, without any danger of confusion, all maps induced by 
the augmentation map E: Go + M again by E. For example, in the following diagram 
the map F_kLj(Go) -+ F_kLj(M) will be called E. 
The exact sequence 0 + 0’ (M) -+ Go + M -+ 0 yields the following commutative 
diagram: 
O- F_kLj(m’(M))~ F-kLj(G,)- F_kLj(M) - 0 
d 
I 
a 
I 
a 
I 
0 - F_,Lj_,(52’(M)) - F_kLj_1(Go) - F_kLj_,(M) - 0 
of complexes whose rows are exact. 
Thus there exists 6 = C trkbt E F_,Lj(Go), b, E Kj(x;G,)@S,, with &a = 2. The 
element 86 does not necessarily belong to F_ k Lj- 1 (52 l(M)). But since 
E& E F-k-i-1 Lj_l(M), we see that the element c” = d’b, + (a”b, + d’b,+,) + +.. + 
(d”bk+i-1 i- d’bk+i) belongs to F-kLj-1(52’(M)). Furthermore, as ~?[a] = 6([&]) = 
[a’bk], and aS %= 8”d’bk.i E F_k-i_lLj_,(~2’)) we have 6[a] E Zj_,k(Q’(M)). 
Conversely, given [c] E Z:_ Ik(Q1(M)) we want to find [a] E Z:,(M) such that 
6[a] = [c]. There exists C = Ctkkct E F_kLj-,(Q’(M)), C, E Kj_l(X;52’(M))O S,, 
such that ck = c and a(?) E F-k-i-1Lj_2(Q1(M)). We construct 5 = C:zi b, with 
b, E Kj(X;G,)@S, such that a”b =C:JlCt + d”bk+i: AS ck is a cycle in Kj_1 
(x; Go) @ Sk and K(x; Go) 0 Sk is acyclic, there exists bk E Kj(X; Go) @ Sk with 
8’bk = ck. If i=O, then 6=b,. If i>O, then ~“c~+c~‘c~+~=O. So 
a’Ck+1 = - a”d’(b,) = d’i?“b,, and hence 8’(ck+i - d”b,) = 0. Since K(x; G,) 0 Sk+l 
is aCyCliC We find b,+, E Kj(XiGo) @ Sk+, with d’b,,, = ck+ 1 - d”bk, so that 
ck + 1 = 8” bk + 8’ bk + 1. Thus induction on i yields the construction of 6. Set a, = s b, for 
t=k, . . . ,k + i, and ii = C:JLut. By construction, dii = ET’bk+i E F_k-i_1Lj_1(M), 
so that [ak] E Z:,(M), and 6[&] = [cl, as desired. 
Proof of(b): Given [a] E Z;,(M), we choose a” = C, kk a, and 6 = C, 2k b, as in the 
proof of (a). Then ~?[a] = [d’b,], and d’v’[a] = [8”a,+i]. Further di~‘[d’b,] = 
[d”(d”bk+i-1 + a’b,+i)] = [a”d’bk+i], SO that 
6diT1 [a] = d[d”~k+i] = [d’d”bk+i] = - [a”a’bk+i] 
= - diso[d’bk] = _ di.Od[ul, 
as asserted. 
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In order to complete the proof of the theorem it remains to prove assertion (*) for 
j= 1. 
Consider the isomorphism jJ: Gj @ k + Hj (x; M) which is inverse to the map tl from 
part (a) of the proof. The map p induces the isomorphism $ = p@ 
Sk:(Gj@Rk)@RSk = Gj@Rtttk/ntk+l -P Hj(x; M) OR Sk. Note that $ is inverse to cp. 
To simplify notation we set Ut = U’;,(M) and Z: = Z:,(M), and prove: 
(c) rl/(Ui) E Zf, and diagram (1) is commutative (forj = l), 
(d) cp(Z:) c U:. 
Proof of(c): We need to describe /j’ explicitly: Let G1 = oj Rgi. Since dgj E mG,, we 
have dgj = - xi=, x,k,j, kqj E Go. Set Zj = Es= 1 k4je4 + gj E (G @I K(X)), = 
K, (x; G,) @ G1. Then zj is a cycle in G @ K(X), and SO if we set bj = CsE(h,j)e,, then 
8’bj = 0, and 
P(Sj 0 1) = Cbjl E HI k M). 
Here E: Go -+ M is, as before, the augmentation map. 
Next let us describe $: Let s E mkG1. Then s = Cjfjgj with fi E mk. One can write 
fj = CrrIjx’, with XI = xfl ... x2, il + ... + i, = k, rrj E R. Set Sj(e) = Crlje’, 
e’ = et . . . ei. Then [s] = smod Ink+’ G, can be identified with C jgj @ T @h(e). 
Hence 
$Csl = 1 P(Sj 0 1) Ofj(e) = 1 Cbjl@&9. 
j .i 
Thus if we set ak = Cjbj @h(e), then $[s] = [&I. 
Consider 
Then we obtain an anti-commutative diagram 
KI(x;Go)OS, 
3 ” 
‘Go@&+, 
d’ 
I I 
1 If1 (4) 
mGo@S, 
rlr , ml+’ Go 
Indeed, for c = he, @ e’ one has v],d’c = yt(x,k @ e’) = x’x,k, and Q+ 1 8”~ = 
qt+l(-kOeqez) = - x’x,k. 
Returning to the description of ,8 and $ we set lj = 1:: = 1 k,je, and kk = C j lj @h(e). 
Then a’lj = - dgj, ak = &kk and 
dS=Cf,dgj= -Cfjd’l,= -vk Caljoh(e) 
j i (jr' ) 
= - qk8kk = tj’k+, a”k,. 
The following statement, which will be shown by induction on i, will imply that 
cc/(UL) E Z:: Lets E mkGl be such that ds E mk+i+l Go. Then there exists an element 
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a = CfTla,, where a, E K1 (x;M) @ S, and such that 8”a,_l + a’a, = 0 for 
t=k,...,k+i and $[s]=[a]. Moreover, if a,=Eh, with ~,EK~(x;G~)@~S,, 
t=k , . . . . k + i, then ds = ql”h,+i. 
The above calculations prove the assertion for i = 0. So assume that it is true for i, 
and let s E mkG, be such that ds E mk-ti+2G0. Since ds E mk+‘+*Go, by induction 
there exists an element a = Cfzfat with the above properties. Then 
rla”hk+i = ds Emk+i+2G0, so that a”hk+i E mGO @ Sk+i+,. Therefore, 
d”Uk+i = a0 &hk + i = &a”hk + i E TttM @ Sk + i + 1 = Im a’. Hence there exists an element 
&+;+I E Kl(x;M)@Sk+i+l such that dUUk+i = - a’ak+i+l. Choose hk+i+l with 
ak+i+l = Ehk+i+l. Then 6”ak+i + a’ak+i+l = 0 implies a”hk+i + a’hk+i+l E Kers = 
Imd@&+i+,, so that a”hi+k + d’hk+i+l =xjdgj@pjk+j+l with pjk+i+l E sk+i+l. 
Set.Yk+i+l =Cjlj@pjk+i+l.Then~jdgj@pjk+i+l = - ~‘~k+i+l~~~‘yk+i+l = Rand 
for zk+i+l = hk+i+l + yk+i+l One has: a”hk+i = - a’Ek+i+l,dS = )la”hk+i = 
- va’fik+i+ 1 = $“Kk+i+ 1. 
Set Gk+i+l = &Kk+i+I, and consider is = ak + .‘. + Uk+i + &+;+I. Then 
a’&+i+l = a’ak+i+ 1 + a’wk+i+ 1. But a’&yk+i+l = &d’yk+i+l = 0, so that 
d’&+i+l = a’ak+i+l = - d”ak+i. Thus [G] E ZL+l. Since [ii] = [a] = tj[s], the ele- 
ment < has the required properties, and ds = ?$“Kk+i+ 1. 
As a corollary of these computations we also obtain the following commutative 
diagram: 
dl.0 u: +mk+i+lGo/mk+i+2G0 
$1 I 
II, 
&.I 
zt~ HO(x;M)@Sk+i+l+ 
Indeed,let [s] E Vi. Then $[s] = [a] where a = CfTial, and aa = a”ak+i = aUEhk+i. 
Moreover, since ds = ?‘fa”hk+i, we get 
t,bd’,‘[s] = q[ds] = I+b[a”hk+i] = [Ea”hk+i] = [a”Ehk+i] = d’,‘[a] 
The second equality is valid since [a”hk+i] = [qa”hk+i] after identification of 
(Go @ Sk+i+l)/(mGo @Sk+i+l) with mk+i+1Go/mk+i+2Go via q. 
Since $ is inverse to cp, this commutative digram together with statement (d) yields 
the commutativity of (1) and thus completes the proof of (c). 
Proof of(d): We prove by induction on i the following statement. Let a = 1, zk a,, 
a, E K 1 (x; M) 0 S,, be such that [a] E Zl. Then q[a] E Ut. Moreover, there exists 
an element s E mkGl such that q[a] = [s] and ds = qa”hk+i where Ehk+i = ak+i, 
hk+i E KI (x;G,) O Sk+i. 
If i = 0 we need only to show that there exists s E mkG, with ~[a,] = [s] and 
dS=rla”hk.SOletU,=C,blOe’EK,(x;M)OSk.Writeb~=C~=,m,,e,,m,lEM, 
and choose hqI E Go with mqr = Ehql. Then 1% = 1 x, h,, E Ker E = Im d, and hence 
Cl= 1 xqhqI = - dg, for certain gr E G 1. Set s = C,xrgl, then q[ak] = [s]. Now if we 
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set hk = C,Cqhq,eq@ el, then ch, = ak, and ds = &xIdg, = - &~q.x’xqhqI = 
vk + 1 3’ hk, as desired. 
Now assume the assertion is true for i, and take a = 1, ,k a, such that [a] E Z:“. 
Since [a] E Zi, there exists an element s as above such that rp[a] = [s]. Choose 
hk+i+l E Kl(X;Go)@Sk+i+l suchthata k+i+i =~hk+i+l. Since3’ak.i + a’ak+i+l = 0, 
one has a”hk+i + d’hk+i+, E Kers = Imd@Sk+i+l. Therefore, a”hk+i + a’hk+i+l = 
Cjdgj@pjk+f+l for SOme pjk+i+l E Sk+i+l. Applying u], One obtains 
rla”hk+i-CPjk+i+l(X)dSj= -~a’h k + i + 1, and since by assumption ds = $“hk + i, one 
has d(s - cpjk+i+ 1 (X)Sj) = - Vd’hk+i+l = Vd”hk+i+l. 
Set .?=S-xpjk+i+l (X)gj. Then [.?I = [s] and d.?= Y]a”hk+i E mk+i+2G0. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
2. The pure part of a resolution 
Let (EL.,,d’,,,L > 0 be an arbitrary spectral sequence (notation as in [9, Chapter 
X1.11). For all t E Z we set 
E: = @ ~5;.~, d; = @ d;,q. 
p+q=t p+q=t 
Then 
is a complex for all r 2 0. 
For each t, let rt be the least integer such that drt # 0. We set 
Z’(W = p+~zIZi(E;,qL B’(Z) = Y+T=tBi(E;,q). 
Here Z’(EL,,) = ZLTi/BL,q and B’(EL.q) = Bi:,‘/BL,q. 
Since Z’(EF) = EP and B’(E~_,) = 0 for all i < rr, we may define the homomor- 
phism EF --t Ef_ 1 as the composition 
Ef’-+E~/B”(E;) = Z”(E;)/B”(E;) = E; 
d:‘,E:I1 = Z’~(E;_l)/Br~(E;_,) = Z*L(E;_l)-E;-l. 
We denote this homomorphism (which is essentially d:‘) again by d:‘. 
Observe that (Ep, d:f)red is a complex. Indeed, 
Imdr’ = B”+l (EF_,) ~Z*rmltl(E~-l) = Kerd:‘. 
Let P(G) be the pure part of G, as described in the introduction. Then 
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Propositon 2.1. P(G) E (E:(G), d:‘)tez. 
Proof. We have 
E:(G) = @ E:,,(G) = @ F,G,+q/F,_lG,+, = ~m-(p’t)Gt/m-(p+*)+lG,. 
p+q=t p+q=t 
So we see that E:,,+,(G) = 0 for p > -t, and that E;,,_,(G) # 0 for p < -t. In 
particular, if p > - t, then d *p,, _ p = 0 for all r. 
We claim, that if d1 f, 2t = 0fora11r~s,thend’,,,_,=0fora11r~sanda11p<-t. 
Indeed, the hypothesis implies that dG, G TTV+~G~_~. But then we have 
d(m- (P+t)Gt) c m-(P+f)+s+2 G,_ I for all p I t, and this implies d;,f_p = 0 for all 
Y I s. 
As a consequence of the claim we get 
rl = min {r(dr_t,2f # 0) = max{rld(G,) c mr+iG,_,}. 
Furthermore, d:’ : E?(G) -+ E p_ ,(G) is given on the homogeneous components as 
follows: 
miG,/miC’G, ~mi~“~‘G,_~/mi~r’~2Gt_l, 
a + mi+‘G, H da + mi+‘f+2Gl_1. 
Here d:’ coincides with the differential of P(G). 0 
Combining proposition 2.1 with our main theorem we obtain 
Theorem 2.2. The pure part P(G) of the resolution G is isomorphic to the complex 
... -H,(x; M) @ gr,(R)(- a,) __f ’ H,_,(x;M)Ogr,(R)(-a,_,) 3 
... 9’~H,(x;M)Ogr,(R)(-a,)91~H,(x;M)@gr,(R)-0, 
where 9 = dF”l with r, as in Proposition 2.1, a, = I:= 1 r, + t, and where dr’+ 1 is 
‘essentially’ the differential of E:‘+‘(L). 
In more explicit terms, 9, can be described as follows: For a E K,(x; M) and 
1 I i I n there is a unique decomposition 
U = 0iU - ei A 7Cia, with aia,XiU E K(xi;M), Xi=X1,...,Xi_l,Xi+l,...,Xn, 
and we have Pa 0 h = xi nia @ eih. 
Now given [z] 0 1 E H,(x; M) 0 gr,,(R). We identify gr,,,(R) with 
kO,S=kCei, . . . ,e,l and consider wl=Ci[ni(z)]@ei. If rf=O, then 
Sl([z] @ 1) = wl. If r, > 0, then wi = 0, and we choose bi E K,(x; M) with d’bi = zi(z). 
Then we form a”(1 ibi @ ei) = 1 i, j Xjbi @ eiej, and consider ~2 = 1 i < j [pi bj + njbi] @I 
eiej. If r, = 1, then G(([z] @ 1) = ~2. Otherwise, we can find ci;E K,(x;M) with 
d’Cij = ni bj + Zjbi 5 and SO on. 
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Let us demonstrate this construction at two simple examples (whose resolutions of 
course could be computed easily without any theory): 
(i) Consider the graded k-algebra 
R = k[xl, . . . . x4] = k[X1, . . . ,~41/~~1~3r~t~4,~2~3,~2~4~. 
Then H1(x; R) is generated by the homology classes fi = [xieJ, f2 = [xle4], f3 = 
[-QGI and h = Cwd HZ&R) by g1 = Cx3eI ~+l, g2 = Cx4eI ~4 g3 = 
CxIe3 A e41, and g4 = [xze3 A e,], and H,(x;R) by h = [xlezr\e3r\e4 - 
xzel A e3 A e4]. 
The cycles representing the homology classes are homogeneous, i.e. of the form 
x1 aIer, where all a1 E R are homogeneous of the same degree, say s, and 
I= {il,...,k). The degree ofC,alel is then s + t. 
Now R has a graded free resolution 
4 
0-s dz i& Sgi dl 0 sj++-s-+0, 
i=l 
where S = k [e,, e2, e3, e4] (the Xi are identified with the ei). We see from the degrees of 
the cycles that the resolution is pure of type (2,1,1). Let us compute d2 which is linear: 
8’((xlez A e3 A e4 - xzel A e3 A e4) 0 1) 
=- xle3 A e4 0 e2 + xle2 A e4 0 e3 - xle2 A e3 0 e4 
+ x2el A e3 @ e4 - x2el A e4 @ e3 + x2e3 A e4 @ e, 
=xze3Ae40el -xle3Ae4@e2 
+ (xle2 A e4 - x2el A e4) 0 e3 + (- xle2 A e3 + x2el A e3) 0 e4. 
Note that x1e2 A e4 - x2el A e4 is homologous to x4el A e2 and that -xte2 A e3 + 
xzel A e3 is homologous to -x3el A e2, so that 
&h = - e4gl + e3g2 - e2g3 + elg4. 
Similarly we could compute d,. 
(ii) In the following example which is equally simple we compute a map of degree 
two. The S = k [X,, X2]-module M = (X,, X,)/(X:, Xi) has the following generators 
for the Koszul homology: fi = [xi] and f2 = [x2] for Ho&; M), g1 = [xiei], 
g2 = [x2g2]and g3 = [x1e2 - x2el] for N, (x; M), h = [xlx2e, A eJ for Hz&; M). 
Here we have denoted the images of the Xi in M by Xi, i = 1,2. SO we see that M has 
the S-resolution 
O-Sh 
which is pure of type (2,2). Let us compute d2: 
?(xlx2el A ez) = - x1x2e2 0 e, + x1x2e1 0 e2. 
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Now -x1xze2 and x1x2e2 are boundaries, and so we can write 
a’( - x2el A e2 0 e, - xlel A e2 0 e2) = -x1x2ez 0 el + xlx2el 0 e2. 
Then 
a”(-x2elr\e2@el -xlelr\e20e2) 
= x2e2 0 ef - x2el 0 e1e2 + xle2 0 ele2 - xlel 0 e$. 
Hence we get d,(h) = - X$g, + X?g2 + Xl X,g,. 
3. Stanley-Reisner rings with pure resolutions 
In this section we want to describe the complex of Theorem 2.2 in case R is 
a polynomial ring, and M is a Stanley-Reisner ring k [A] z R/Id. Then, due to 
Hochster [S], the Koszul homology may be interpreted as reduced simplicial co- 
homology of certain simplicial complexes. In fact, 
H,(x;k[d]) z w~v~‘w’-i-l(dw;k). 
c 
(5) 
Here I/ = {vi, . . . , u,} is the vertex set of the simplicial complex A, and Aw is the 
simplicial complex restricted to W. i.e. the simplicial complex consisting of all faces 
F E A whose vertices belong to W. Furthermore, fi. denotes reduced simplicial 
cohomology. We refer the reader to [2, lo] for terminology and some basic facts 
concerning Stanley-Reisner ings. 
Let us describe Hochster’s theorem in more details: One decomposes K(x; k[d]) 
into a direct sum of subcomplexes 
K(x,k[d]) = D 0 
Here D is an exact subcomplex of K (x; k [ A]), and K w is spanned as a k-vector space 
by the elements 
xFeWiF, FE Aw. 
We assume that I’ is linearly ordered. If F = {Vi,, . . . , Uik}, Vi0 < ... < Uir, and 
W\F={oj,,...,~j~})~j,< .‘. < Uj,, then XF = Xi0 ... Xir and eW\F = t?j, A ... A ej,. 
Let e. (Aw; k) be the reduced chain complex of Aw with values in k. The homology 
of the dual complex c’(A,; k) = Hom,(c.(A,; k), k) gives the simplicial cohomol- 
ogy. Recall that cj((d,;k) has the k-basis {F*:F E Aw,lFl =j+ l}, where 
F *: Cj(Aw; k) -+ k is the k-linear map with 
F*(G) = 
1 if G = F, 
o if G f F 
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for G E Aw, /G/ =j + 1. Moreover, the differential a of c’(d,;k) is given by 
iI = I(- l)~(F~“qFu{U,})*. 
where the sum is taken over all r such that v, E W \F and FLJ{u,) E Aw, and where 
cr(F, 0,) = I{u~ E F: Ui < v,}I. 
Set 
and 
Y(F, W) = c cr(W,4), 
U,EW\F 
define the following isomorphisms of vector-spaces: 
@i:~‘W’-i-‘(&,;k) -rKw, F* H (- 1) r(F,W)xFeW,F 
Then for all i the diagrams 
eIi+-i-1(&,$) @‘j ,Kw 
commute. Hence @ is an isomorphism of complexes. In particular, we obtain the 
isomorphisms (5). 
From (5) we deduce that k[A] has a pure R-resolution of type (ul,u2, . . . ) if and 
only if for all i and all W c I/, 
A’W’-i-‘(Aw;k) = 0 if (WI # Ui. 
In this case the resolution is of the form 
. . . - G3fioi-‘-’ (Aw;k) OkR(-ai) 
W 
9i $B"i-'-i(Aw; k) BkR( - ai_ 1)- ... 
In order to describe the differential 9 in terms of simplicial cohomology we identify 
L (see the introduction) via @ with the following complex (where we skipped the exact 
pieces coming from D) 
... -L_OC IwI-i-l(Aw;k)&Sii @ ~~W~-i(Aw;k)@S~ ... 
W W 
Here 8 = ~3’ + 8’ with 3’ = 80 S and 
c?‘(F* @a) = 2 A,, d, E ~‘w’-i(Aw\;~,;;k), 
VrEW\F 
d,=(-1) a(W.vr)+lW\FlF* @era. 
Now by Theorem 2.2 the differential Si may be described as follows: 
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Given [c] @ 1 E fia,-i-l(dw;k) @ &, one find elements 
ck E @ i?-i-‘-k(d~;k)@&, k=O,...,ri=ai-Ui-l - 1 
IWI=a,-k 
such that 
cc, = c and a”~,_~ + d’c, = 0 for all s = l,...,ri. 
Write a”~,; = CIUIza,_, cU @ ht, with certain cycles cu E cI”I-‘- ‘(dU;k). Then 
&([C] 0 1) = C [GUI 0 hU. 
u 
As an application we describe the resolution of a one-dimensional simplicial complex 
A which has no cycles. Such a simplicial complex is called a forest, its connected 
components are called the trees (of the forest). Since Aw is again a forest for any subset 
W of the vertex set I/, and since for any forest r one has A’(r; k) = 0 for all i > 0, it 
follows at once from Hochster’s formula (5) that A has a 2-linear resolution, i.e. a pure 
resolution of type (2,1,1,. . .). 
Let ok,, . . . ,vk, be the vertices of a tree T of Aw. Then C~=,{V~,}* is a cycle of 
8O(4,; k) whose homology class we denote by c(T). 
Note that the k-vector-space Z?‘(A,; k) is generated by the elements c( T ), T a tree 
of A W. Furthermore, 1 T c(T) = 0 is the only relation among the generators. 
Let u, E W; then C,,, + &(ukj}* is a cycle in fi”(Aw,i,,i; k). We denote its homology 
class by c( T )I. The restriction T,,>\ iU,i of the tree T to W \ {u,} is a union of trees T @), 
and c(T), = C,c(T@)) in fi”(Aw,~+~;k). 
As the resolution of k[A] is 2-linear, the differential 9i is linear for i > 1, and thus is 
induced by 3’. Hence for c(T) E Z?‘(A,; k),lW) = i + 1, we get 
&(c(T) 0 1) = I&, d, E E?“(Aw,i,,j; k) 0 S, d, = (- l)a(Wq”r)+ic(T), 0 e,. 
Simplifying notation we let R(W) be the free R-module generated by the trees T of 
A,, and with the only relation 1 T = 0 among the generators. If the restriction of T to 
Aw,iU,.l is the union of the trees T (‘), we set T, = C, T @) in R(A,,,(,,)). 
Proposition 3.1. Let A be a forest. Then k[A] has the following R-free resolution: 
... ‘-,&R(W)(-3) &,w@,R(W)(-2)AR-0. 
Zf w = {u. u.} I, J , U, < Vj one has R(W) = Ofor { ui,Uj) E A, and R(W) = R{ui}* = R{Uj}* 
~or(~~,~~)~A.Z~thel~tter~as~,9~{~~}*=-9~{~~}*=X~X~.Zf(W(=i+1>2,let 
T be one of the trees generating R(W). Then 
9,(T) = Cd,, d, E R(W\{u,}), d, = CC- lYcW,“‘)Xr T,. 
* I 
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